
FLASHPOINT POS

As a restauranteur, the ability to grow and manage 

your business is highly dependent on your choice of 

POS software. That's why Flashpoint POS has 

designed a reliable, flexible and easily managed 

system that guarantees results for your company.

With 28 years of experience creating leading 

point-of-sale applications for the hospitality industry, 

Flashpoint POS is well suited for the Full and Casual 

Service market segments.

Flashpoint POS offers a complete suite of tools that 

include: Real-Time Reservations, Real-Time Inven-

tory, Real-Time Wage Cost and Labour Manage-

ment, Customer Loyalty and Gift Cards, Front Desk, 

Liquor and Bookkeeping Interfaces and Extensive 

Reporting and Data Exports.

TABLE SERVICE  P O S

FINE DINING  &
  CASUAL

You too can now benefit from Flashpoint’s industry-

proven software design to implement the best 

technology solution that is right for your operation. 

Minimize the time, cost and risk associated with 

technology deployments by choosing a system that 

delivers stable, safe and innovative results.

With over 15000 installations throughout North 

America, you can trust Flashpoint to help you 

manage your business efficiently and without 

worries. 

“Aurelio’s of Chicago, IL uses 
Flashpoint POS at all their 40+ 
locations.”

REAL-TIME RESERVATIONS GIFT CARDS & CUSTOMER
LOYALTY

HOSTESS STATION COME-BACK COUPONS

Manage your reservations through 
Flashpoint and reduce the potential 
for conflict with your customers.

Manage seating more efficiently. Use a 
Caller ID Interface to process your 
reservations faster.

Another great way to keep your 
customers happy and coming back to 
your restaurant!

The best way to reward your customers 
and to keep them coming back to your 
establishment.

EMPLOYEE TIME CLOCK

Go beyond the standard Punch Clock 

functionality and reap the benefits of  a 

system that can create a multitude of 

reports and data exports.

LIVE WAGE COSTS

Managers can see what the wage cost 

is at any given time of the day instead 

of waiting until the day is over when it 

is too late to do anything about it.

STAFF SCHEDULING

By incorporating projections based on 

past sales, you will know what the 

approximate wage cost will be on a 

daily or weekly basis allowing you to 

dramatically reduce over scheduling.



WHY FLASHPOINT IS BETTER

Flashpoint is a feature rich POS system that includes 

90% of its functionality within the basic core of the 

program at no extra charge. 

With 28 years of software development, Flashpoint 

is unmatched in reliability. Using Advantage 

Database Server as it’s foundation, Flashpoint can be 

deployed on installations from one terminal to 

several thousand under one roof.

Flashpoint POS is maintained by a large network of 

highly experienced dealers that provide support to 

customers on a 24/7/365 basis.

Flashpoint can be installed on any hardware that can 

support a Windows operating system. Choose from 

all-in-one integrated platforms (for uniformity and 

space saving) to the latest desktops and towers to 

help you create the system that is right for your 

budget.

BENEFITS OF 
FLASHPOINT POS

FLOOR PLANS

100% user-definable Floor Plan 

creation and management.

REAL-TIME INVENTORY

Diminish the size of your on-hand 

inventory and improve ordering 

frequency with live Inventory depletion 

and costing. 

COMING SOON

On-Line Ordering - Use 

Flashpoint’s templates to create 

your own E-Commerce website 

and start taking orders without 

the need for third party 

interfaces or databases.

The superior screen layout and dialog design in 

Flashpoint will help you reduce staff training time to 

mere minutes.

With over 1000 customizable reports and charts, 

Flashpoint will always keep you in touch with your 

business..
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MINIMUM RECOMMENDED SPECIFICATIONS

Servers: Intel DualCore, 2GB Ram, 160GB Sata 

HDD, Gigabit Lan. 

Workstations: Thin Clients with 1GB Ram, 4GB 

Flash Drive or 16GB SSD, Gigabit Lan, 64MB 

Video.

Server OS: Windows Server 2008 or Windows 

XPP, or Windows 7 Pro.

Workstation OS: Windows XPP or 7 Pro or 

Embedded Std or Embedded for POS.

Server UPS: Smart 1000VA.

Workstation UPS: 750VA.

Routers: Fast Ethernet or Gigabit VPN with Dual 

WAN.

Switches: Home/Office or Smart or Managed 

Gigabit.

Backup and Mass Storage: Backup Tape Drive 

(400GB Compressed) or 2TB NAS and Backup 

Software or 16GB Flash Drive.

Restaurants that have adopted Wireless Handhelds have 

increased their check averages between 7% and 12%.

MULTI-LANGUAGE SUPPORT

Allow users to interact with Flashpoint 

on their own terms. Language selection 

by user profile or workstation 

configuration.

HANDHELD WIRELESS

Send orders to the kitchen or bar 

directly from the table. Increase table 

turnover and check averages, and 

improve customer service by 

harnessing the power of a handheld 

device.


